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When large currents are passed
through a high-quality quantized Hall
resistance device the voltage drop along
the device is observed to assume dis-
crete, quantized states if the voltage is
plotted versus the magnetic field. These
quantized dissipative voltage states are
interpreted as occurring when electrons
are excited to higher Landau levels and
then return to the original Landau
level. The quantization is found to be,
in general, both a function of magnetic
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field and current. Consequently, it can
be more difficult to verify and deter-
mine dissipative voltage quantization
than previously suspected.
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1. Introduction

The integer quantum Hall effect [1] occurs when
current is passed through a two-dimensional elec-
tron gas (2DEG) formed in a semiconductor device
which is cooled to very low temperatures in the
presence of a large magnetic field. The Hall resis-
tance RH of the ith plateau of a fully quantized
2DEG assumes the values RH(i) =h/(e2;), where h
is the Planck constant, e is the elementary charge,
and i is an integer. In high-quality devices the cur-
rent flow within the 2DEG is nearly dissipationless
in the plateau regions for currents around 25 J.LA.
At high currents, however, energy dissipation can
suddenly appear in these devices [2,3]. This is
called breakdown of the quantum Hall effect.

The dissipative breakdown voltage V. can be de-
tected by measuring voltage differences between
potential probes placed on either side of the device
in the direction of current flow. Cage et al. [3] had
found that there is a distinct set of dissipative V.
states in wide samples, with transient switching ob-

served on microsecond time scales among those
states. Bliek et al. [4] proposed the existence of a
new quantum effect to explain the breakdown
structures in their curves of V..versus magnetic
field for samples with narrow constrictions. Their
phenomenologicalmodel presumed that the struc-
tures were quantized in resistance, rather than
voltage. Cage et al. [5] then found that, in wide
samples, the distinct states are quantized in
voltage.Hein et al. [6] have now observed dissipa-
tive voltages during breakdown of the quantum
Hall effect in wide samples, but did not confirm
that these voltagestates are quantized. We showin
this paper that the voltage is indeed quantized, but
that the quantization is more complicated than
previously suspected because, in general, it is a
function.ofboth the magnetic field and the current.
Some of the data presented here were described
with less detail in an earlier paper [7].
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2. Experiment
2.1 Sample

Our sample is a GaAs/A1.Gal-.rAsheterostruc-
ture grown by molecular beam epitaxy with
x =0.29. It is designated as GaAs(7), has a zero
magnetic field mobilityof 100,000cm2/(V.s)at 4.2
K, exhibits excellent integral quantum Hall effect
properties, and is the device most frequently used
as the United States resistance standard. The inset
of Fig. 1 showsthe geometryof this sample. It is4.6
mm long and 0.4 mm wide. The two outer Hall
potential probe pairs are displaced from the cen-
tral pair by :t 1 mm. The magnetic field is perpen-
dicular to the sample; its direction is such that
probes 2, 4, and 6 are near the source potential S,
which is grounded. Probes 1, 3, and 5 are near the
potential of the drain D. The dissipativevoltages~
for this paper were measured between potential
probe pair 2 and 4, hereafter denoted as
~(2,4) ==~(2) - ~(4).

2.2 Data

Figure 1 showssweepsof ~(2,4) versus the mag-
netic field B for the i =2 (12,906.40) quantized
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Hall resistance plateau at a temperature of 1.3 K
and a current, I, of + 210 ~, where positive cur-
rent corresponds to electrons entering the source
and exiting the drain. This current is approaching
the 230 J.LAcriticalcurrent value for this plateau at
which ~ never reaches zero for these particular
potential probes. One of two distinct paths always
occurred for positive current when magnetic field
sweepswere made in the direction of increasingB.
Those distinct paths are labeled 1 and 2 in the fig-
ure. This path "bifurcation" is unusual. It occurred
only for the ~(2,4) probe pair at positive current,
and only for the i = 2 plateau. A pronounced hys-
teresis was obselVedwhen magnetic field sweeps
were made in the opposite direction; this path is
indicated by the dashed line, labeled 3. The
dashed-line culVe was repeatable for all sweeps
with decreasing B, varying only slightly for the
value of B at which~ again rose to path 1.The fact
that ~ is zero over such a large magnetic field re-
gion for path 3 indicates the existenceof a dissipa-
tionless state between 11.2-12.2T.

Figure 2 shows eight consecutive sweeps of
~(2,4) versus an increasingB over a magnifiedre-
gion on the low magnetic field side of ~ minimum
at + 210 J.LA.Four of the sweeps happened to be
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11.5 12.0 12.5
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Fig. 1. Sweeps of Vx(2,4) versus B for the j =2 plateau at +210 ILAand 1.3 K. Two of the sweeps
(paths 1 and 2) are in the increasing B direction. The dashed line (path 3) shows hysteresis for a
sweep in the decreasing B direction. The inset displays the sample geometry.
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Fig. 2. Eight sweeps of Vx(2,4) versus B at + 210 jiA for paths 1 and 2, plus a path 3 sweep.

along path 1, forming one family of curves. An-
other familywas generated by the four sweepsover
path 2. A ninth sweep is shown for decreasing B
along path 3. The data clearly show discrete, well-
defined voltage states, with switching between
states. The voltage states often have slopes which
depend on the magnitude of B. Individual sweeps
are not identified in the figure because the mag-
netic field values at which the states switchhave no
correlation with sweep number.

Figure 3 shows eight consecutive sweeps of
V.(2,4) for increasing B at - 210 ~. No bifurca-
tion was observed for such sweeps. The familyof
curvesis labeled path 4 in the figure.The curveslie
between those of paths 1 and 2 at + 210 J.LA.
Curves for decreasing B always followed the
dashed line of path 3.

The data of Figs. 2 and 3 are combined in Fig. 4
to showthe 16 consecutivesweeps for increasingB
at :t210 J.LAand the two identical sweeps for de-
creasingB. Nothing is unique about these sweeps.
Additional sweeps could have been displayed,but
at the expense of reducing the overall clarity.

We next demonstrate that the discrete voltage
states of Fig. 4 are quantized, and that this quan-
tization is a function of magneticfield. This is done
by drawing a family of 20 shaded curves through
the data in Fig. 4. The curves have equal (quan-

tized) voltage separations at each value of mag-
netic field. The quantized voltage separations are,
however,allowedto varywith B in order to obtain
the best fit to the data. The family of curves was
generated by first drawing a set of 20 equally-
spaced vertical points at a particular value of B.
The lowestpoint of the vertical set was constrained
to be at 0.0 mV because V. is alwayszero in the
dashed-line sweepof path 3, which indicates that a
dissipationlessstate exists over the magnetic field
region of this figure. The spacing between the 19
other vertical points was then varied to obtain the
best fit with uniform (equal) voltage intervals.This
procedure was repeated for approximately30 other
values of B. Finally,a familyof 20 smooth shaded
curveswasdrawn through the correspondingpoints
of every vertical set. The 20 shaded curves, which
correspond to a V. = 0.0 mV ground state and 19
excited states, are labeled in brackets as [0]
through [19].The voltageseparation (quantization)
variesbetween 5.22 and 7.85mV over the magnetic
field range of this figure.

The breakdown activity shown in Fig. 4 is con-
fined to the region between, but not including,the
Hall probe pairs 1,2 and 3,4 of Fig. 1. This was
demonstrated by measuring the quantum Hall
voltages of both Hall probe pairs at this current.
The resulting curvesof both probe pairs had struc-
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Fig. 3. Eight sweeps of Yx(2,4) versus B at - 210 jiA for path 4, and a path 3 sweep.
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Fig. 4. Combination of the data in Figs. 2 and 3 at :!:210 jiA. A family of 20 shaded curves is fitted
to these data. Refer to Sec. 2.2 for an explanation of how the shaded curves were generated. The
voltage quantization numbers are shown in brackets.
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tures with deviationsof only about :to.1 mV from
the expected :t2,710.3 mV quantum Hall voltage
over the plateau region, and therefore were hori-
zontal, straight lines when plotted to the same res-
olution as in Fig. 4. In addition, the V. signalswere
the same on both sides of the sample for probe
pairs 1,3 and 2,4.

The higher-lying excited states are difficult to
see in the multiple sweeps of Fig. 4 because of
switching between states. Figure 5, therefore,
shows one of those sweeps along path 4 at - 210
~A. It is remarkable that the higher-lyingstates are
just as well-quantized (i.e., well-fitted by the
shaded curves) as the lower-lyingstates. The quan-
tization is by no means perfect. Deviations from
the shaded curves do occur, but the overall trend is
clear.

2.3 Histograms

Cage et a1.[8] and Hein et a1.[6] have seen that
the V. signal can sometimes be time-averages of
two or more discrete dc voltage levelsin whichonly
one level is occupied at a time, but where switching
occurs between the levels. Therefore, histograms

were made to ensure that the signals in Fig. 4 were
not time-averagesof several levels.Each histogram
consisted of 16,000measurements of the V. signal
in a 2.4 s sampling period. Figure 6(a) shows the
time-dependenceof one such samplingperiod for a
path 4 sweepat 11.77T; Fig. 6(b) showsthe associ-
ated histogram. It is referred to as a histogram,
rather than a spectrum, because the areas under
the peaks do not correspond to the excitationprob-
abilities.One would have to accumulate many his-
tograms to ascertain the excitation probabilities.
For example, peaks corresponding to quantum
states 7 through 10 appear in Fig. 6, while other
histograms at 11.77T had missingpeaks or addi-
tional peaks. These histograms never yielded any
voltage states other than the ones which appear in
Fig. 4. Figure 7(b) shows another histogram for a
path 2 sweep at 11.83T. The time-dependence of
that histogram,shown in Fig. 7(a), suggestsseveral
discrete voltage states interspersed with noise, but
the histogram is actually composed of voltage
quantum states 9 through 14. Histograms of all
other high-speedmeasurements also indicated that
there are no subdivisionsof the displayedstates in
Fig. 4.
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Fig. S. One of the v..(2,4) versus B path 4 sweeps shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 6. Histogram for a path 4 sweep at 11.77T. Section 2.3
explainshow the histogramwas obtained.

2.4 Other Currents

We next investigate the effect of changing the
sample current. The smallest current for which
breakdown structures could be observed was at
- 203 A; no structures were observed, however,
at + 203 A. Figure 8 showsdata for three succes-
sive path 4 sweeps at - 203 A, plus a path 3
sweep. The individual data points displayed near
11.84 T were generated by slowly increasing the
magnetic field and selecting data points when the
voltage switched to new states. Switchingto new
states was sometimes induced by momentarily in-
creasing the sample current and then reducing it
back to - 203 A. This procedure allowed addi-
tional data to be included without sacrificingclar-
ity. Figure 8 also shows 17 shaded curves from the
same familyused to fit the data displayedin Figs.4
and 5 at :t 210 A. The excellent fit wouldsuggest
that the voltage quantization was a function of
magnetic field, but not a function of current. How-
ever, it willbe seen in Sec. 3.3 that, in general, the
voltage quantization is a function of current.

Fig. 7. Histogram for a path 2 sweep at + 210 !LAand 11.83 T.

We chose 225 A as the highest current because
the ground state was still occupied. This current
approached the 230 A critical current value at
which Vrwas still quantized, but never zero. Figure
9 shows five successivesweeps along path 1 and
four successive sweeps for path 2 at + 225 A.
Note that there is a gradual deviation from zero
voltage on the high magnetic field side of the
sweeps.Also, interesting features occur on the high
field side of the curves at this current. Figure 10
showsfour successivepath 4 sweeps for increasing
magnetic field at - 225 A, as well as a sweep for
decreasing magnetic field. That sweep is also la-
beled path 4 since it follows much of that path;
however,it has hysteresislike that of path 3 sweeps
where Vr is zero. Many individual path 4 data
points, obtained with increasingmagneticfield, are
also included in Fig. 10 using the procedure de-
scribed above.Figure 11 combines the data for the
two current directions and displays a family of 17
shaded curves which provide the best fit to the
data. The ground state begins deviating from zero
at 11.97T, so the lowest point of each vertical set
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Fig. 8. Three sweeps of J1.(2,4) versus Bat -203 IIA for path 4, and a path 3 sweep. Sec. 2.4
describes the individual data points at 11.84 T. The shaded curves are the same family used in
Fig.4.
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Fig. 9. Five sweeps of J1.(2,4) versus B at + 225 IIA for path 1, and four sweeps for path 2.
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FIg. 10. Four sweeps of V. (2,4) versus B at - 225 JIA for path 4 (along with individual data points),
and a sweep along path 4 in the opposite direction.
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Fig. 11. Combination of the data in Figs. 9 and 10 at :t 225 JIA. A family of 17 shaded curves is fitted
to these data.
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of 17 points used to generate the 17 shaded curves
was no longer constrained to be zero on the right
hand side of the figure. This deviation from zero
presumably arises from some other dissipative
mechanism. It will be shown in Sec. 3.3 that this
family of shaded curves for 225 J.LAis different
than that for 203 and 210 J.LA.

3. Interpretation
3.1 MicroscopicModels

The dissipative voltage states displayed in Figs.
4, 5, 8, and 11 are clearlyquantized. We next try to
interpret this quantization. Many explanations of
breakdown have been proposed. Some mecha-
nisms, such as electron heating instabilities[9] and
inhomogeneousresistivechannels [10],are inappli-
cable here since they are classicaleffects which do
not provide quantization. Quantization existsin the
quantum Hall effect because the quantized Hall re-
sistance occurs when the conducting electrons in
the 2DEG occupyall the allowedstates of the low-
est Landau levels.It is therefore natural to assume
that the quantized dissipation arises from transi-
tions betweenLandau levels.

There are severalmechanismsto exciteelectrons
into higher Landau levels that can be considered:
(a) the emission of acoustic phonons to conserve
energy and momentum, as employedby Heinonen,
Taylor, and Girvin [11]and later used in the quasi-
elastic inter-Landau level scattering (QUILLS)
model of Eaves and Sheard [12], with refinements
and extensionsby Cage et al. [8]; (b) Zener tunnel-
ing [13]; (c) impurity-assisted resonant tunneling
[14]; and (d) transitions between edge states
[15,16].To complicate matters, both bulk and edge
states exist at high currents [17]. For bulk transi-
tions, a large electric field (of order 1Q6Vim) is
required somewhereacross the widthof the sample
[8]; sample impurities and inhomogeneities might
provide this high local field. The confining poten-
tial provides a high electric field for edge states,
but if breakdown is due to edge states then it is
difficult to understand whybreakdown does not al-
waysoccur at very lowcurrents since there is prob-
ably an insignificant change in the slope of the
confiningpotential with current. In addition to the
above considerations, one must also take into ac-
count the return of the electrons to the ground
state via emission of either photons or optical
phonons. Furthermore, the dissipative v.. signals
are quite large. Most of this dissipationmust occur
outsidethe breakdown region,otherwise heating ef-

- --- --------

fects would depopulate the electron states within
the Landau levels and thereby wash-out the quan-
tization.

3.2 Simple Model

To avoid controversy about which of those mi-
croscopic models [8,11-16] satisfy the above con-
siderations and are appropriate, we use a simple
model based on energy conservation arguments,
and treat the breakdown region between the Hall
probe pairs 1,2and 3,4 as a black box. We assume
that the dissipationarises from transitions in which
electrons from the originallyfull Landau levelsare
excited to states in higher Landau levels and then
return to the lower Landau levels. v.. is then the
difference in potential between the initial and final
states of the lowerLandau level.The electrical en-
ergyloss per carrier for M Landau level transitions
is MlzlJJc,where w,,=eBlm* is the cyclotronangular
frequency,and m * is the reduced mass of the elec-
tron (0.068 times the free electron mass in GaAs).
The power loss is Iv... If: (a) the ground state in-
volves several filled Landau levels; (b) only elec-
trons in the highest-filled Landau level undergo
transitions; and (c) electrons of both spin sublevels
of a Landau level undergo the transitions, then
Iv.. =r(2Ii)MIzw",where r is the total transition rate
and i is the Hall plateau number. Thus

fM=(r;)M=(~)(~~)(~), (1)

where / is the ratio of the transition rate r within
the breakdown region to the rate I Ie that electrons
transit the device;/ can also be interpreted as the
fraction of conductingelectrons that undergo tran-
sitions. Equation (1) is appropriate for even values
of i. For odd vales of i, the factor i/2 should be
replaced by the factor i.

We associate the quantized values of M with the
numbers in brackets for the shaded curves in Figs.
4,5, 8, and 11. I, v.., and B are measured quanti-
ties, and i, m *, and Iz are constants. Therefore, /
and r can be determined from the v..versus B plots
and Eq. (1) if M is known.

3.3 Analysis

If/ andr wereconstant,then v.. ocB in Eq. (1),
but it is clear from Fig. 4 that this is not the case
for these data because the slope of v..versusB has
the opposite sign.Therefore, both/ and r must vary
with magnetic field. The fractions/ (expressedas a
percentage) of electrons that make the transitions
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in the shaded curves of Fig. 4 were calculated using
Eq. (1), and are shown in Fig. 12 at 0.05 T inter-
vals; f varies between 25.7% and 38.8%, corre-
sponding to transition rates between 3.4 x 1014/s
and 5.1 x 1014/s.Histograms obtained in a previous
experiment [5] yielded 26.5% for the value of f in
the vicinity of 11.75 T, whereas Fig. 12 indicates
that f is 29.3% at 11.75 T. The apparent dis-
crepancy arises because the position of the V. mini-
mum varies slightly with B on each cool-down. The
minimum position was about 0.06 T higher for the
present cool-down, giving 27.8% for fat 11.81 T,
which is in reasonable agreement with the previous
result.

Shifted peaks were observed in the previous his-
tograms [5], and were attributed to changes in the
V. zero. There is no evidence for ground state shifts
in the present experiment. Instead, the shifted
states result from the data deviating from the
shaded curves of Fig. 4. This is consistent with hav-
ing to use peaks from many histograms to obtain
the ~ 0.6% quantization accuracy of the previous
experiment [5].

The family of shaded curves in Fig. 8 is the same
as that in Fig. 4. Therefore the values off obtained
at 203 J,LAare the same as those shown in Fig. 12 at
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210 J,LA.An independent family of curves was also
fitted to the data of Fig. 8. The resulting values off
for the independent family are displayed in Fig. 13.
They differ from those in Fig. 12 by as much as
0.9%, indicating that f can be determined to a pre-
cision of about 0.1% and an accuracy of about 1%
for these particular data. Figure 14 shows values of
f for the data of Fig. 11 at 225 A. The results off
versus B from Figs. 12-14 are combined in Fig. 15
for the three currents investigated. The difference
between the f versus B curves for - 203 A and
~ 210 J,LAin Fig. 15 illustrates the 1% accuracy at
which the values of f can be determined for these
data since they both yieldedgood fits to the V. ver-
sus B curves at - 203 J,LA.The minimumvalue off
at 225 A is essentiallythe same as at 203 and 210

A; however, at lower magnetic field values, f is
larger at this higher current.

3.4 Discussion

The fractionf of conducting electrons that make
the transitions can be quite large. This suggests
that either, all the current enters the breakdown
region (in which case f is the probability for single
transitions), or that some of the current bypasses
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Fig. 15. The combined results of/versus B from Figs. 12-14 for the three currents investigated.
The values of/have an accuracy of -1% and a resolution of -0.1%.

the breakdown region (in whichcase[would corre-
spond to the fraction of current passing through
the breakdown region if the transition probability
was always 100%).

The fraction [is not necessarily 100%, and, in
general, is a function of B and I. These facts can
greatly complicatethe identification of voltage
quantization for most breakdown data because the
voltage separations will not be constant if [ and r
are not constant across the magneticfield range, so
the voltages will appear to not be quantized even
when they actually are.

One can alwaysobtain the product1M from the
data by using Eq. (1), but the value of[ can onlybe
determined if M can be unambiguouslydeduced.
The data presented here are particularly striking
and clear, with sharp vertical transitions, switching
between states, and sufficient variations between
sweeps to generate the families of shaded curves.
Although time-consuming, it was thus relatively
easy to determine the quantization. We can there-
fore be reasonably assured that the values of M,
and thereby the values of [, have been properly
determined. Most breakdown data, however, re-
quire very careful measurements to deduce the
quantization, and in many cases there may be in-
sufficient structure, switching, and variation to
definitivelydetermine M.

4. Conclusions

Quantized dissipativevoltage states exist in the
breakdownregimeof the quantum Hall effect. This
quantization has been interpreted using a simple
model in which electrons make transitions consist-
ing of excitations from a lower Landau level to a
higher level and then a return to the lower level.
Voltage quantization suggests that individual elec-
trons either make a single transition or make a
fIXednumber of multiple transitions because vary-
ing numbers of transitions would result in a contin-
uum of v.,values rather than voltage quantization.

We have demonstrated that the dissipative
voltage states are quantized, and that, in general,
the quantization is a function of magnetic field and
current. The actual transition mechanisms are no
doubt very complicated, so the breakdown region
has been treated as a black box, and we used a
simple model to interpret the data.

One normally expects quantization phenomena
to be predictable, whereas the values of v., and [
are not predictable in the present experiment un-
less the transition probability is actually always
100% and [is thus the fraction of current passing
through the breakdown region. The quantization is
not perfect, but it is surprisingjust howwell quan-
tized the dissipative voltage states are, up to at
least the nineteenth excitedstate.
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